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Language is a tool of human communication, as we know Indonesia is a 
country with various languages. This research focused on language interference that 
happened between Malay and Indonesian language used by West Borneo students 
in Malang. The researcher conducts this research with two problems of study, those 
are (1) what are the types of language interference used by West Borneo students 
in Malang via Line chat group? (2) what are the causes of language interference 
that occur in the Line chat group of West Borneo students in Malang? 
The researcher used qualitative approach in analyzing the data. For the data, 
the researcher used the utterances that occurs in the Line chat group of West Borneo 
students in Malang. In conducting this research, the researcher used Weinreich 
theory as a guide to analysis what the types and causes of interference. 
This research showed there are 34 utterances divided into three types of 
language interference. There are 20 phonological utterances, 13 syntactical 
utterances and 4 morphological utterances. Some factors causing the most frequent 
in language interference are due to the speaker's bilingualism and being accustomed 
to using local languages. The type of interference that mostly used in the Line chat 
group of West Borneo students in Malang is phonological interference, the 
researcher found 20 utterances that contain that interference. This interference most 
often occurs because Pontianak Malay language more often change the letter “a” in 
Indonesian to the letter “e”. 
The researcher concluded that phonological interference occur when the 
speaker reduced, added or changed letters in a sentence, morphological interference 
occur when the speaker used affix in a sentence and syntactic interference occur 
when the speaker used the foreign language elements in a language. The suggestion 
for the further researcher to analyzed another type of language interference and used 
another theory. The current researcher also expected to further researchers to be 
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 Bahasa adalah alat komunikasi manusia, seperti yang kita ketahui Indonesia 
adalah satu negara dengan berbagai bahasa. Penelitian ini berfokus pada pengaruh 
bahasa yang terjadi antara bahasa Melayu dan bahasa Indonesia yang digunakan 
oleh mahasiswa Kalimantan Barat di Malang. Terdapat dua permasalahan pada 
penelitian ini, yaitu (1) apa saja jenis pengaruh bahasa yang digunakan oleh siswa 
Kalimantan Barat di Malang melalui grup chat Line? (2) apa saja factor penyebab 
terjadinya pengaruh bahasa yang terjadi pada grup chat Line mahasiswa 
Kalimantan Barat di Malang? 
 Peneliti menggunakan pendekatan kualitatif dalam menganalisis. Untuk 
datanya, peneliti menggunakan ujaran yang terjadi pada grup chat Line mahasiswa 
Kalimantan Barat di Malang. Dalam melakukan penelitian ini, peneliti 
menggunakan teori dari Weinreich sebagai pedoman untuk menganalisis jenis dan 
penyebab pengaruh bahasa. 
 Pada penelitian ini terdapat 34 ujaran yang terbagi menjadi tiga jenis 
pengaruh bahasa. Ada 20 ujaran fonologis, 13 ucapan sintaksis dan 4 ucapan 
morfologis. Beberapa faktor yang menyebabkan pengaruh bahasa yang paling 
sering adalah karena kedwibahasaan pembicara dan karena pembicara terbiasa 
menggunakan bahasa daerah. Jenis pengaruh yang paling sering digunakan dalam 
grup chat Line siswa Kalimantan Barat di Malang adalah pengaruh fonologis, 
peneliti menemukan 20 ujaran yang mengandung pengaruh penggunaan bahasa 
tersebut. Pengaruh ini paling sering terjadi karena bahasa Melayu Pontianak lebih 
sering mengubah huruf "a" menjadi huruf "e". 
 Peneliti menyimpulkan bahwa pengaruh fonologis terjadi ketika pembicara 
mengurangi, menambahkan atau mengubah huruf dalam kalimat, pengaruh 
morfologi terjadi ketika pembicara menggunakan afiks dalam kalimat dan pengaruh 
sintaksis terjadi ketika pembicara menggunakan elemen bahasa asing dalam bahasa. 
Peneliti juga menyarankan kepada peneliti berikutnya untuk menganalisis jenis 
pengaruh bahasa yang belum dilakukan oleh peneliti saat ini dan menggunakan 
teori yang lain. Peneliti saat ini juga berharap kepada peneliti berikutnya untuk 
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In this chapter, the researcher discusses background of the study which is 
an explanation about the theory that the researcher used to conduct this research 
which are problem of the study, object of the study and definition of the key terms. 
 
1.1 Background of the Study 
Sociolinguistics has become an important and popular topic of study, as 
certain cultures around the world expand their communication base and intergroup 
and interpersonal relations increasing significance. The basic notion underlying 
sociolinguistics is language use symbolically represents the social behavior and 
human interaction. Sociolinguistics focused in the language of speakers and in 
sociolinguistics aspect using language in different background can show an 
individual or group identity. 
According Keraf in Smarapradhipa (2005, p.1), he providing two language 
understanding. The first notion of language as stated means of communication 
between members of the public in the form of a symbol of the sound produced by 
means of said human. Second, language is a communication system that uses 
symbols vocal (speech sound) which are arbitrary. Language is the only one that 
cannot be separated from human activities as social and cultured, so there is no 
human activity that does not use language. Because of the language people can 
express their purpose or feeling to the other. In other word, language is a way for 
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human to interaction with each other. Language not only serves as a 
communication tool but also as a cultural reflection.  
Kridalaksana in the book "The Enchantment of Language, The Beginning 
Step Understanding Lingusitik” (2005) identified that Indonesia has a variety of 
languages as a form of cultural diversity. This language is a differentiator in one 
area to another. Language has different rules, sounds, words and meanings each 
region, it can be a marker that each region has its own characteristics. For example, 
in West Borneo, the language used in each region is different. For example, in 
Sanggau the daily language used is the Dayak language because the population is 
mostly Dayak tribe. In Singkawang the language used every day is Chinese 
language because the majority of the population is Tiong Hoa tribe. While in 
Pontianak the language used for everyday is the Malay language. Here the 
researcher will give examples of sentences that have the same meaning but different 
pronunciations and also different words in some areas in West Borneo. Usually in 
Sambas called the biak-biak, in Ketapang called sidak-sidak and in Pontianak called 
budak-budak. They all have the same meaning that is to call friends or to appoint a 
group of people. 
Malay language in Pontianak has progressed, this language is used almost 
by many people in Pontianak. Actually not all people in Pontianak is a Malay, 
Pontianak become very diverse considering this is one of immigrant cities in 
Indonesia. Because of Malay language as a daily language in Pontianak, so this 
language called as a lingua franca in Pontianak. Although the geographical location 





is slightly different. In Malaysia, Malay language is interfered with the English 
language while in Pontianak Malay language is interfered with Indonesia Language. 
Malay language can be used by everyone because it does not have language level 
for use to older or younger people. Rough and smooth the speaker speaks depending 
on the tone and intonation emphasizes. 
Interference refers to speakers or writers applying knowledge from their 
native language to a second language. The effect can be on any aspect of language 
such as grammar, vocabulary, accent, spelling and so on. When an individual’s 
understanding of one language has an impact on their understanding of another 
language, that individual is experiencing language transfer. Language interference 
is the effect of language learners’ first language on their production of the other 
language they are learning. It means that the speaker’s first language influences 
their second language or their foreign language. 
The researcher chooses West Borneo students in Malang as the focus for 
this research it is because the researcher curious what are types and causes of 
interference and the researcher also interesting to research this case because the 
researcher has experienced by her own to the occurrence of the process of the 
interference and the researcher is also a member of the student community of West 
Borneo in Malang. The researchers concluded that interference in the Line chat 
group of West Borneo students in Malang was due to a mixture of Indonesian and 
Malay language. This is due to the adaptation carried out by West Borneo students 
in their new environment in Malang. The communication that occurs every day is 





students of West Borneo who study in some universities in Malang. So most of the 
communication happens only through line chat group. 
In this group, not all members come from Pontianak. They also come from 
other districts in West Borneo. Most of the group members understand and use the 
Malay language in the conversation. But, because it is already in a different 
environment, Malay language used in this group is often mixed with the Indonesian 
language. It attracts the attention and curiosity of the researcher to examine why it 
can happen. 
 
1.2  Problems of the Study 
1. What are the types of language interference used by West Borneo students 
in Malang via LINE chat group? 
2.  What are the causes of the language interference that occurs in the LINE 
chat group by West Borneo students in Malang? 
 
1.3  Objectives of the Study 
1. To know what are the types of language interference used by West Borneo 
students in Malang via LINE chat group. 
2.  To know what are the causes of language interference occurs in the LINE 









1.4 Definition of Key Terms 
There are several terms used in this study as below: 
1. Sociolinguistics  : aims to study the effects of language use 
within and upon societies and the reciprocal effects of social organization 
and social contexts on language use. 
(http://linguistics.oxfordre.com/) 
2. Regional Language : is a language spoken in an area of a 
sovereign state, whether it be a small area, a federal state or province, or 
some wider area. 
(https://www.definitions.net/definition/) 
3. Language Interference : refers to the influence of one language (or 
variety) on another in the speech of bilinguals who use both languages. 
(http://www.glottopedia.org/index.php/Interference) 
4. Group Line   : a group is a chat that users join by accepting 
an invitation from the user who created the chat or another member of the 
chat. LINE users can create groups with a specified name and invite their 







REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 
This chapter include of ideas and every pieces ongoing research needs to be 
connected with the work already done to attain an overall relevance and purpose. 
Those that were included in this chapter helps in familiarizing information that are 
relevant and similar to the present study. 
 
2.1  Sociolinguistics 
Sociolinguistics is concerned with language in social and cultural context, 
especially how people with different social identities (gender, age, race, ethnicity 
and class) speak and how their speech changes in different situations. As Fachtul 
Mu’in (2008) in P. Trudgill is points out to identifying sociolinguistics 
“sociolinguistics is that part of linguistics which is concerned with language as a 
social and cultural phenomenon. It investigates the field of language, society and 
also has close connections with the social sciences, especially social psychology, 
anthropology, human geography and sociology.” 
Some of the issues addressed are how features of dialects (ways of 
pronouncing words, choice of words, patterns of words) cluster together to form 
personal styles of speech; why people from different communities or cultures can 
misunderstand what is meant, said and done based on the different ways they use 
language. According to Sukriniam (2015) dialect is a variety of languages that are 




all aspects of language and pronunciation, morphology, syntax, vocabulary and 
proverbs, and also in pragmatics 
 
2.2  Regional Language 
As Aldy Forester (2013) in Saussure language is a distinguishing feature 
that is most prominent because with the language of every social group feel itself 
as a unity different from other groups. A regional language is a language spoken in 
a territory within a nationality, whether small area, federal or provincial state, or 
large area. Regional languages are the languages spoken in one region of a country 
and used in daily conversations by the people of the area. Basically regional 
language is often also called mother tongue is the language that was first learned by 
someone since childhood. This is due to the diversity of tribes and regions that have 
different languages. The differences between Indonesian language and regional 
languages can be seen from its use. Indonesian in general is not familiar with caste 
or the level of decency when used while the regional language in a particular area 
greatly emphasizes the value of decency in speaking. There are some reasons why 
each region has a different language. First, because of the influence of foreign 
languages. Some areas that interact with foreigners will absorb some foreign terms 
into their local languages. Second, Regional differences are often the limit of the 
use of regional languages. For example, regional languages are used only in that 







2.3  Interference 
 Interference is the influence of language caused by the contact between one 
language with other languages can be a simple form in taking an element of another 
language. According to Ahmad and Abdullah (2012, p.180) Weinreich stated that 
interference is a deviation of a language norm caused by the speaker's bilingual so 
that speakers equate elements that exist in other languages. 
 Poerwadarminto in Pramudya (2006, p. 27) said Interference in general can 
be interpreted as a mixture in the field of language. According to him, mixing itself 
is a mixture of two languages or the influenced between the two languages. 
 Soewito (in Chaer, 2010: 126) states that interference in the Indonesian 
language applies back and forth, meaning that elements of regional languages can 
enter Indonesian and Indonesian languages enter many regional languages. 
Erroneous pronunciation of sound units, grammar, and vocabulary affects the 
disruption or deviation in the recipient's phonemic system. Interference arised 
because bilingual implements the first language (phoneme) system into a second 
language that resulting in the disturbance or deviation in the receiver’s phonemic 
language. 
 The main factor that can cause interference is the difference between the 
source language and the target language. The difference is not only in the structure 
of the language but also the diversity of its vocabulary. The symptoms themselves 
occur as a result of recognizing or identifying speakers of certain elements of the 






2.4 Types of Language Interference 
 There writer choose Weinreich theory as a guide in recognizing the types of 
language interference. According to Weinreich theory (in book Language in 
Contact, 1968)), he differentiates language interference into three types. Those are 
phonological interference, morphological interference and syntax interference.  
 
2.4.1 Phonological Interference 
Phonological interference is a process that attempts to explain 
morpheme or word changes based on phonetic differentiating features. 
Phonological interference consists of phonological interference reduction, 
letter addition, and phonological interference in changing letters. The 
changes such as phoneme removal at the beginning, middle, end, or through 
the process of incorporation, percolation, insertion, assimilation, and 
decimation. 
Example: pake = pakai,  adoi = aduh, ambek = ambil 
 
2.4.2 Morphological Interference  
Morphological interference occurs when the formation of a language 
word absorbs other language affixes. The deviation of the structure occurs 
in contact between the language being spoken (in Indonesian) with another 
language (local language or foreign language). 






2.4.3 Syntactic Interference 
Syntactic interference occurs when other language structures 
(regional languages, foreign languages and slang languages) are used in the 
formation of a sentence of the language used. The absorption of the sentence 
element can be a word, phrase and clause. Examples of this interference can 
be seen in the code mixing phenomenon. 
Example: aku otw ke rumahmu ya. 
 
2.5 Causes of Language Interference 
 Besides language contact according to Weinreich there are several factors 
that cause language interference, there are: 
 
2.5.1 Speakers' Bilingualism 
Speakers' bilingualism is usually the occurrence of interference and 
other influences from language sources, usually from local and foreign 
languages. 
 
2.5.2 Lack of Number of Speakers Who use the Local Language 
 The decrease in native speakers can lead to language interference, 
due to the influence of other languages brought by immigrants. For example, 
in a community only a few people who use the local language to 
communicate and the rest choose to use the Indonesian language, if they 





interference will occur between indigenous languages and migrant 
languages. 
 
2.5.3 Insufficient Vocabulary of the Recipient Language 
The vocabulary possessed by a group of people is generally limited 
to expressing what is happening in people's lives. When society contacted 
with life outside, they will accept a new concept. This new concept which 
will usually lead to interference in society. For example, when a group of 
people move from one place to another, generally they will learn a new 
language so the vocabulary that they know will increase. Mixing these two 
languages is one of the causes of language interference. 
 
2.5.4 Disappearance of Rarely used Words 
A rarely used vocabulary will tend to disappear, this can be replaced 
by the entry of a foreign language and interference occurs. If the language 
is exposed to a new language from the outside, on the one hand will reuse 
the vocabulary that has disappeared and on the other hand will lead to 
interference, that is the absorption or borrowing of new vocabulary from the 
source language. 
 
2.5.5 The Need for Synonyms 
The use of synonyms is a variation in word selection to avoid the 





synonyms, the use of language can have variations of the vocabulary used 
to avoid repeated use of the word. Because of this synonym is quite 
important, language users often interference in the form of absorption or 
borrowing a new vocabulary from the source language to provide synonyms 
in the recipient language. Thus, the need for synonymous vocabulary may 
encourage interference. 
 
2.5.6 The Carrying Out of Habit in the Mother Tongue 
Habits in using the mother tongue in the recipient language that is in 
use, generally occurs due to lack of language control and lack of mastery of 
the recipient language. This can happen to bilinguals who is studying a 
second language, both national and foreign languages. 
 
2.6  Previous Studies 
To support this research, the researcher uses two previous studies which are 
related to the phenomenon of language interference. Those previous studies are 
used to improve and distinguish research that has been done. There are two previous 
studies that use by the researcher:  
First is the research by Noor Lisa Amalina (2015) entitled “Interference 
Javanese Dialect Against Japanese Pronunciation on Japanese Language Education 
Students 2013 Brawijaya University”. In this research, the researcher identified just 
in the phonological interference of Javanese dialect of Japanese pronunciation and 





that the researcher found 9 phonological interferences with 5 factors that cause it.  
The causes respondents bilinguality, the respondents are not taught pronunciation 
of Japanese letters, the respondent is a passive speaker, limited time to speak 
Japanese and accustomed to using java language.  
Another previous studies that used by the researcher as the reference for 
this research entitled “Grammatical Interference of Madurese into Javanese 
Language Used in Probolinggo Municipality” by Diah Setyorini (2013). For this 
research, Fadilah used Weinreich theory (1979) to analyze the grammatical 
interference and she used qualitative approach with ethnography method. She is 
collected 5 respondents with found 10 conversations containing 17 interferences 
which were in form of words, clauses, and sentences that belonged to grammatical 
interference of Madurese language into Javanese. 
Based on the previous studies, the researcher interesting to analyzing more depth 
about language interference. Although the theory used similarity to the second 
previous study by Diah Setyorini, which is using Weinreich theory but between 
current and previous researcher has a different study focus. The current researcher 
is focus on the analysis regional language interference in the all aspects (phonology, 
morphology and syntax) on Indonesian language used by West Borneo Student in 







In this chapter, the researcher discusses about the research method which is 
used to conduct this study. The discussions are including research design, data and 
data sources, data collections and data analysis. 
 
3.1 Research Design 
In this case, the researcher will use the descriptive qualitative research 
design. Qualitative research is primarily an explorative study. This is used to gain 
an understanding of the underlying reasons, opinions, and motivations (Susan E. 
DeFranzo, 2011). It provides insight into the problem or help to develop ideas or 
hypotheses for potential quantitative research. According to Rahardjo (2010) 
descriptive method is a method that tells and interprets existing data, for example 
about situations experienced, one relationship, activities, views, attitudes that 
appear, or about an ongoing process, influences that are working, abnormalities that 
are emerging, trends appear, tapering opposition, and so on. 
The reason why the researcher chooses using descriptive qualitative as a 
research method it is because the researcher will collect utterances which belonging 
into the category of types and also the researcher use questionnaire to know causes 
of the language interference according to Weinreich theories, then the researcher 





3.2  Data and Data Sources 
For this research, the researcher will retrieve data from the utterances that 
occurs in the LINE chat group of West Borneo students in Malang named 
KAMIKHA (Komunitas Mahasiswa Khatulistiwa) from 17 September 2017 until 
21 May 2018. In this group consist of 175 members with 50 persons are active 
member and 125 other are passive members. The discussion that happened in this 
group is about invitation or response of events which related with West Borneo such 
as invitation for playing futsal, hangout, giving information of cultural events in 
Malang and sometimes to just say hello and ask the news from the members. Data 
sources will be taken from group chatting via LINE of West Borneo students in 
Malang.  
 
3.3 Data Collection  
In data collection methods, the researcher collecting data by following some 
steps: 
1. First, the researcher read the message in the LINE chat group of West 
Borneo Students in Malang. 
2. Second, the researcher collected the utterances which is comply the 
characteristic the types of language interference occur in the West 






3. Third, the researcher distributed questionnaires which related to the 
cause of language interference in the LINE chat group of West Borneo 
students in Malang according to Weinreich theory. 
4. Last, the researcher collected the questionnaires that have been filled by 
some members of that group. 
 
3.4 Data Analysis  
In analyzing the data, the researcher use Weinreich theory to analyzing what 
are types and what are functions of code switching used by West Borneo students 
in Malang via LINE chat group, by following steps: 
1. First, the researcher found and categorized some utterances of West 
Borneo Students in Malang via LINE chat group which is consist of 
three types of language interference (phonology, morphology and 
syntax). 
2. Second, the researcher analyzed each types of language interference 
occurs in the West Borneo students in Malang via LINE chat group 
according to Weinreich theory. 
3. Third, the researcher analyzed the causes of language interference from 
the questionnaires that have been filled by West Borneo students in 
Malang. 






FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 This chapter the researcher will discusses about finding and discussion of 
the data from the data sources. In the finding, the researcher presents the table of 
research findings which were found in the utterances containing hedging maxim. In 




 The result of this research showed there were interferences existed in Malay 
language. In this section the researcher identifies and describes the types and causes 
of regional language interference from the utterances that occur in the Line chat 
group of West Borneo Students in Malang. From the theory the researcher analysis 
3 types of language interference that are phonology, morphology and syntactic and 
6 causes of language interference that are speakers’ bilingualism, lack of number 
of speaker that use the local language, insufficient vocabulary of the recipient 
language, disappearance of rarely used words, the need of synonyms and the 
carrying out of habit in the mother tongue based on Weinreich theory. 
  
4.1.1 The Analysis of Types of Language Interference 
The analysis of types language interference was conducted from 
conversation that happened in the group line chat of West Borneo students in 
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Malang. In analyzing these types of language interference, the researcher 
used Weinreich theory. He stated language interference has three types, there are 
phonological interference that identified with reduced, added or changed letters in 
a sentence, morphological interference that identified with used affix in a sentence 
and syntactic interference identified with used of foreign language elements in a 
language.  
  The conversation presented in three lines. The first line is the original 
language used on the group line by the speaker. The second line is translated from 
the original language into Indonesian language and the third line is translated from 
the Indonesian language into English language. 
 
Conversation 1 (17 September 2017) 
The context of the conversation below was about one of the group members invited 
to play futsal and one another give the response.  
X : Kamek ndak pandai main futsal tapi ni Mr.Y. 
  (Tapi saya tidak mahir bermain futsal, Mr.Y). 
  (But I’m not good in playing football, Mr.Y). 
Words Types Meanings 
Kamek  Syntactical Saya 
Ndak [ndak] Phonological Tidak 
Pandai  Syntactical Mahir 
Ni [ni] Phonological  Nih  
 
  The sentence above was delivered using Malay language mixed to 
Indonesian language with Malay dialect. From the sentence above there were some 
Malay words like “kamek”, “ndak”, “pandai” and “nih”. In Indonesian language 
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“kamek” means “saya”, “ndak” means “tidak”, “pandai” means “mahir” and “ni” 
means “nih”. From these three words there were 2 words are syntactic interference 
and 2 words are a phonological interference. The syntactic interference were 
“kamek” and “pandai”. This was said as a syntactic interference because the speaker 
used the regional language structure into the Indonesian sentence he used. While 
the phonological interference was “ndak” [ndak] in Indonesian means “tidak” 
[tidak] because of the reduced letters and carried of Malay language by the speaker 
made the word “tidak” in Indonesian become “ndak” in Malay and “ni [ni] in 
Indonesian means “nih” the way of the pronunciation is similar but in Indonesian 
pronounce at the end of the word there is the letter h.  
 
Conversation 2 (17 September 2017)  
The context of the conversation below was talking about love affairs, then one 
member called as Mr.Y considered as an expert. 
X : Kalo tak kenal same Mr.Y berarti main mu kurang jauh pulang malam lah. 
 (Kalau tidak kenal sama Mr.Y berarti mainmu kurang jauh pulangmu kurang 
malam). 
 (If you do not know Mr.Y, it means your socialization was not extensive) 
Words Types Meanings 
Kalo [kalo] Phonological Saya 
Tak [tak] Phonological Tidak 
Same [samƏ] Phonological Sama 





 Based on the conversation above, the speaker used Indonesian language 
although some of the words used were carried in the Malay dialect such as “kalo” 
[kalo] in Indonesian should be “kalau” [kalau], “tak” [tak] in Indonesian should be 
“tidak” [tidak] and “same” [samə] in Indonesian should be “sama” [sama].  All of 
those sentences are phonological interference because of the letters reduction and 
letters replacement by the speaker made sound changed to the words. While the 
word "lah" in the conversation above was a syntactical interference and it is one 
example of the used of Pontianak Malay dialect which was often used at the end of 
a sentence that served as an emphasis of a sentence. 
 
Conversation 3 (20 September 2017) 
The context of the conversation below was about a response given to a member in 
the group who wanted to sell his fixie. 
X : Kontraan aku Tidar ngentak a pake fixie. Peca betes. 
 (Kontrakanku di Tidar, sedikit memaksa kalau pakai fixie. Bisa pecah betisku). 
 (My rented house is in Tidar, it looks like needed a hard effort if I ride a fixie 
bike. My calves can rupture). 
Words Types Meanings 
Ngentak Syntactical Memaksakan  
a  Syntactical  Digunakan sebagai penegas dalam 
sebuah kalimat 
Pake [pakƏ] Phonological Pakai  
Peca [peca] Phonological Pecah  
Betes [betƏs] Phonological Betis  
 
  From the sentence above it can be found syntactic and phonology 
interference. The syntactic interference found once, it is when the speaker said 
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“ngentak” in Indonesian means “maksa”. It is a syntactic interference because the 
speaker inserts the local language into the sentence, so there was a mixed of two 
languages into the sentence. Then the phonological interference found 3 in times. 
First the speaker said “pake” [pakə] in Indonesian should be “pakai” [pakai]. In this 
phonological interference, the speaker reduced the letter “ai” and replace the letter 
into “ə” this is also made the sound changed. The second, the speaker said “peca” 
[peca] in Indonesian should be “pecah” [pecah]. In this interference, the speaker 
reduced the letter “h”, so when the speaker speaks [peca] at the end of the 
pronunciation there is no emphasis on the letter H. the third, the speaker said “betes” 
[betəs] which means “betis” [betis] in Indonesian. It is a phonological interference 
because the speaker made a letter replacement from “i” into “ə” so it was also made 
the sound change. While the word “a” in the conversation was syntactical 
interference it is used as the emphasis of the sentence which was often used in the 
Pontianak Malay dialect. 
 
Conversation 4 (20 September 2017) 
The context of the conversation below was about a member gives respond to the 
previous statement about fixie bikes. 
X : Lu tidar tang manenye, Mr.Y? 
 (Kontrakanmu di Tidar sebelah mananya, Mr.Y?) 
 (Your rent house which side of Tidar, Mr.Y?) 
Words Types Meanings 
Tang  Syntactical  Di sebelah 






Based on the sentence above, there found syntactical, phonological and 
morphological interference. When the speaker said “tang” which means “di 
sebelah” in Indonesian. It is a form of syntactical interference because the speaker 
inserted the local language in the conversation. The speakers also use other Malay 
language such as “manenye” [manənyə] which means “mananya” [mananya] in 
Indonesian. The word “manenye” was a phonological interference because the 
letters “a” replaced into “ə” by the speaker and this was affected to the sound 
change. But the word “manenye” also included on the morphological interference 
because the basic word is “mane” then added with affix “nye” at the end of the 
sentence which was generally referred as a suffix. 
 
Conversation 5 (29 September 2017) 
 The context of the conversation below was about a member given information if 
there will be a cultural parade in Malang. 
X : Nanti tanggal 8 Oktober ada parade budaya sekalimantan di Taman Krida 
Suhat, kita ikut perwakilan Kalbar. Wajib datang ye meriahkannye. 
  (Nanti tanggal 8 Oktober ada parade budaya sekalimantan di Taman Krida 
Suhat, kita ikut perwakilan Kalbar. Wajib datang ya untuk ikut 
memeriahkannya). 
  (On October 8th a cultural parade will be held about Borneo in Taman Krida 





Words Types Meanings 
Ye [yƏ] Phonological Ya  
Meriahkannye 
[meriahkannyƏ] 
Phonological & Morphological Meriahkannya  
 
  From the sentence above that can be found phonological and morphological 
interferences. For the phonological interference the speaker said “ye” [yə] in 
Indonesian means “ya” [ya] the speaker was made a letter replacement and that also 
affects to sound changed. Then for the morphological interference occur when the 
speaker said “meriahkannye”. This basic word was “meriah” and then the speaker 
was added affixes “kan” and “nye” at the end of the word as a form of emphasis a 
sentence. 
 
Conversation 6 (13 October 2017) 
The context of the conversation below was about a rejected invitation of a member 
in the group that invited to come to another group member rented house, because 
the owner wanted to showed that the environment of the rented house was started 
to be many residents because previously there were still few residents. 
X : Jangan lah bang. Saye cayak dah abang punye tetangga. 
  (Jangan bang. Saya sudah percaya kalau abang sekarang sudah punya 
tetangga). 
    (It does not need to be done because I believe you already have neighbors). 
Words Types Meanings 
Lah  Syntactical Digunakan sebagai penegas dalam 
sebuah kalimat 
Saye [sayƏ] Phonological Saya  





Dah [dah] Phonological Sudah  
Punye [punyƏ] Phonological Punya  
 
  Based on the sentence above, there was found four phonological 
interferences. From the sentence above, the speaker said “saye” [sayə] in 
Indonesian means “saya” and “punye” [punyə] in Indonesian means “punya” were 
phonological interferences because the speaker replaced the last letter which should 
be “a” become “ə” and it was also affects the sound changed. In Indonesian, those 
words are “saya” and “punya”. Then the speaker said “dah” [dah] in Indonesian 
means “sudah” [sudah] and “cayak” [cayak] in Indonesian means “percaya” 
[percaya]. These two words were also the phonological interferences but the 
difference not in the replaced the letters, that the difference was these two words 
got the letter reduction. The word “sudah” reduced by the word "su" so the 
pronunciation in Malay was only "dah".  Then the word “percaya” reduced by the 
word “per” so the pronunciation in Malay was only “cayak”. While the word “lah” 
in the sentence above was a syntactical interference that word was an accent or a 
dialect that used by Malay people to emphasis the sentence. 
 
Conversation 7 (14 October 2017) 
The context of the conversation below was about the leader of this group invited to 
meetup. The option of place offered was at Warunk Upnormal and Cokelat Klasik. 
One of member give a suggestion. 




 (Sepertinya di cokelat klasik lebih keren. Bisa menampung banyak orang juga 
kan). 
  (I think it is better if it is in Cokelat Klasik because there more posher and also 
can accommodate more people). 
Words Types Meanings 
Padu  Syntactical Keren or bagus 
Lah   Syntactical  Digunakan sebagai penegas dalam 
sebuah kalimat 
Lagi kan Syntactical  Digunakan sebagai penegas dalam 
sebuah kalimat 
 
  From the sentence above, the interference occur was a syntactical 
interference because the speaker inserts a local language in the conversation. The 
speaker said “padu” which is means “keren” or “bagus” in Indonesian and also the 
speaker used Malay dialect on the conversation such as “lah” and “lagi kan” which 
is also syntactical interferences. Actually, these two words do not have a major 
influenced on Indonesian language, these words only dialect which carried in the 
point of conversation and the function is to emphasize a sentence. 
 
Conversation 8 (14 January 2018) 
The context of the conversation below was about some members of the group 
opened a coffee shop, all the group members invited to enliven the coffee shop. 
There was a response from one of the members. 
X : Bentar lok ya. 





Words Types Meanings 
Bentar [bentar] Phonological Sebentar  
Lok Syntactical Dulu  
 
  From the sentence above, there was found phonological and syntactical 
interference. For the phonological interference there was word “bentar” [bentar] in 
Indonesian means “sebentar” [sebentar]. This word was phonological interference 
because of the reduction of letters “se” in the word “sebentar” which affects the 
sound changed. The next interference word was “lok”. “Lok” was a syntactical 
interference because this was a local language that inserted in the Indonesian 
Language. In Indonesian “lok” means “dulu”.  But the word “lok” not intended for 
the something that has happened or past. The word “lok” was used only as a 
conjunction of adverb in Malay language. Another example of the used of the word 
"lok" was "aku mandi lok ye” in Indonesian means “aku mandi dulu ya”. 
 
Conversation 9 (18 April 2018) 
The context of the conversation below was about one of member give an advice for 
all members in the group.  
X : Sehat selalu ya teman-teman. Jangan kecewekan ortu kite. 
 (Sehat selalu ya teman-teman. Jangan buat orang tua kita kecewa). 
 (Hope you are always stay healthy guys. Do not disappointed our parents). 
Words Types Meanings 
Kecewekan 
[kecewƏkan] 
Phonological & Morphological Kecewakan  






  Based on the sentence above, it can be found phonological and 
morphological interference. From the sentence above the speaker said “kite” [kitə] 
in Indonesian means “kita” [kita] was the phonological interference because the 
speaker replaced the letter “a” into “ə” and that also affects to sound changed. As 
well as the word “kecewekan” [kecewəkan] in Indonesian means “kecewakan” 
[kecewakan]. It is also said as phonological interference because the speaker 
replaces the letter “a” into “ə” and that also affects to sound changed. But in the 
word “kecewekan” the basic sentence is "kecewe" there was an affix in the end of 
the word which was the word "kan". The addition of this affix made the word 
“kecewekan” included in morphological interference. So it can be said that the word 
"kecewekan" has two types of interference, there were phonological interference 
because of changed in letter and sound. There was also a morphological interference 
because there was an affix at the end of the word. 
 
Conversation 10 (22 April 2018) 
The context of the conversation below was about one of the member shared his 
friend's post that lost a motorcycle. The motorcycle was borrowed by one of the 
college students who study at a university in Malang. And there was the responsed 
of one member. 
X : Alahmak sangat di sayangkan kalo merantau jauh-jauh tiba bekasus gitu. 





  (Oh My God, it is so regrettable if he has wandered off and has such a 
problem). 
Words Types Meanings 
Alahmak Syntactical Yaampun  
Kalo [kalo] Phonological Kalau  
Bekasus [bekasus] Morphological Berkasus  
 
  From the sentence above, all types of interference were here. There are 
phonological, morphological, and syntactical interference. First the speaker said 
“alahmak” to show his shocked expression, in Indonesian this word usually said 
“yaampun”. It was a syntactical interference because “alahmak” was a local 
language that was inserted by the speaker in the formation of the sentence structure 
that he used. Then the speaker said “kalo” [kalo] in Indonesian means “kalau” 
[kalau] this word was as phonological interference because the speaker reduced the 
letter “au” and replaced the last letter with “o” and that also affects to sound 
changed. The last word, the speaker said “bekasus” it was a morphological 
interference because the speaker absorbs the prefix of the Malay language which 
usually sounds “be” and “te”. Whereas in the correct Indonesian language, affix be 
will be changed become “ber”. The word “bekasus” above would become 
“berkasus” in Indonesian. 
 
Conversation 11 (21 May 2018) 
The context of the conversation below was about all of the group member was 




X : Nah agar rencananya ini nda jadi hawe, maka sangat diharapkan bantuan dari 
teman-teman semua, bantu saran dan ide dan menggerakkan masa dari 
angkatan masing masing, jadi ada penanggung jawab setiap angkatan. 
  (Nah agar rencananya ini tidak hanya menjadi sebuah gagasan, maka sangat 
diharapkan bantuan dari teman-teman semua, bantu saran dan ide dan 
menggerakkan masa dari angkatan masing masing, jadi ada penanggung jawab 
setiap angkatan). 
  (Nah in order for this plan not only become an idea, we really need your help. 
You can give suggestions, ideas and invite your friends, so there is a person in 
charge of each generation). 
Words Types Meanings 
Nda [nda] Phonological Tidak  
Hawe  Syntactical  Gagasan or ide 
 
  From the sentence above it can be found phonological interference and 
syntactical interference. First word was “nda” [nda] in Indonesian means “tidak” 
[tidak] included to phonological interference because of the reduced letters and 
carried of Malay language by the speaker made the word “tidak” in Indonesian 
become “nda” in Malay. For the next word, the speaker said “hawe” in Indonesian 
means “gagasan” or “ide”. This word was a syntactical interference because the 
used of local language that was inserted by the speaker in the formation of the 







4.1.2 Analysis the Causing of Language Interference 
  From the results of an online questionnaire conducted in the group line chat of 
West Borneo students in Malang, there were several reasons for the occurrence of 
language interference. To analyze factor causes of language interference, the 
researcher used Weinreich theory as the guidance.  
  In this study researcher used questionnaire to analyze what was the cause of the 
occurrence of language interference. The explanation below was the result of 
analysis of 19 respondents who came from West Borneo and study in Malang. For 
the questionnaire sheets of all respondents can be seen in the appendix. 
  From 19 questionnaires obtained, the researcher concluded that the 
interference in the Indonesian language by inserting the local language occurs due 
to several factors. The most dominating factor in language interference was because 
to the speaker's bilingualism. From all of the respondents, 16 people said that they 
were able to mastered two languages which are Indonesian and Malay, while 2 
others master the Indonesian language only because the first language they 
mastered was Indonesian and they came from other regencies other than Pontianak 
which usually used Indonesian or Dayak language. They understand Malay 
language but they do not used it often. For the rest respondent mastered the Malay 
language only. Because the first language they learned was Malay. This happened 
because the influence of the surrounding environment was more dominant using 
Malay language everyday. In fact, they can use Indonesian but not standard 
Indonesian. They used Indonesian mixed with Malay dialect. The respondents' 
bilinguality leads to the inclusion of elements in the language that have been 
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mastered in the language learned. Usually this happens unconsciously by the 
respondents and mixing language used like this was the cause of interference. 
  Another factor causing interference was the first language mastered by most 
respondents is Malay language because there are 13 respondents came from 
Pontianak whose daily language uses Malay language as a tool to communicate. 
While other respondents come from other areas besides Pontianak, such as 
Sanggau, Menjalin, Bengkayang, Ketapang and Sintang where these areas are more 
dominant use Dayak language as a regional language. 
  Nowadays since they studied in Malang, the language mostly used in daily 
life is Indonesian, but most respondents say if it does not eliminate their local 
language. They claimed that the Malay dialect still often carried away when they 
were talking with friends who are not from West Borneo. Some of them also said 
that they would return to the Malay language or Dayak language if they met or 
gathered with friends from the same area. 
  According to 16 respondents who chooses used Malay language when they 
met with friends from the same area, they said using Malay language was to show 
intimacy, more comfortable to used and because they were accustomed to used 
Malay language which was the first language they mastered. So unconsciously the 









4.2  Discussion 
  After doing the analysis, the researcher would like to discussed about the 
types of interference and the causes of interferences happened on the group line 
chat of West Borneo students in Malang. 
  The researcher found some language interferences based on Weinreich 
theory. There were three types of interferences that used on the group line chat of 
West Borneo students in Malang. There were 34 utterances which is identified as 
language interferences, the researcher found the phonological interference as a 
dominant type occurred in the conversation. There were 20 utterances that 
identified as a phonological interference. Interference phonology often occurs in 
conversations in the chat group because Malay language has similarities with the 
Indonesian language. Malay language can be said is the foundation of the 
Indonesian language. But there was a little difference in dialect and meaning of 
words because of contact with various cultures. For example, in conversation 9 the 
speaker said “kecewe” it is a Malay language while in Indonesian language people 
would say “kecewa”. This was a difference between Malay language and 
Indonesia. Malay language would change letter “a” become “e”. 
  Next most frequently used type is the syntactical interference found in 13 
utterances. Syntactic interference occurs when other language structure that used in 
the formation of a sentence of the language used. The absorpotion of the sentence 
can be a word, phrase and clause. But in this research, the researcher found that all 
of the syntactical interference occurs in a word of a sentence. The researcher did 
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not found a phrase or a clause interference in this research. In this study the 
researchers found some syntactical interference used by the speaker. For example, 
the sentence in conversation 11 the speaker said “Naaah agar rencananya ini nda 
jadi hawe, maka sangat diharapkan bantuan dari teman-teman semua, bantu saran 
dan ide dan menggerakkan masa dari angkatan masing masing, jadi ada 
penanggung jawab setiap angkatan”. The language spoken by the speaker in the 
sentence above is actually the Indonesian language but the speaker inserts two 
words “hawe” in Malay which means “idea”. 
  Then, the least used type of interference is the morphology interference. 
The researcher found 4 utterances that identified as morphology interference in the 
conversation 10. On the data the speaker said “bekasus” while in Indonesian would 
said “berkasus”. Morphological interference is associated with the formation of 
words with affixes. The affixes of a language are used to form words in other 
languages. Morphological interference can occur in the process of forming the basic 
form of Indonesian language with affixing prefix, infix and suffix. In this research 
that has been done, morphological interference that occurs is a prefix of Malay 
language. Pontianak Malay language morpheme is a unit that participates in the 
formation of Pontianak Malay words. [Bekasus] is a combination of two word 
forms those are [be] and [kasus]. meaning /bekasus / not the same as meaning 
/kasus/. Thus, both [be] and [kasus] can be called Pontianak's Malay language 
mofem. There are some types of prefixes in Malay language be-, te-, and ke-. 
  To determine the cause of the interference, the researcher gave an online 
questionnaire aimed specifically for students of West Borneo in Malang. The 
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researcher used an online questionnaire because this community rarely held meet 
up, so the communication occurred only through the Line chat group. From the 19 
questionnaires that have been filled by the respondents, the researchers analyzed 
that the main cause of interference is the existence of the speaker's bilingual. Most 
respondents said that they can master the Malay language and Indonesian language. 
Most of them also said that the first language they mastered is Malay language, but 
they have to adapt to new environment in Malang by using Indonesian language. 
Although sometimes Malay language dialects are still carried away as they talk to 
people who are not from West Borneo. 
  Another factor that causes the occurrence of Malay language interference 
to the Indonesian language is the habit of respondents in using Malay language so 
the mother tongue is still often carried in daily conversation. Then, most of the 
respondents also said if using Indonesian language does not make local languages 
fade, they prefer to go back to using Malay language if gathered with friends which 
come from West Borneo too. In addition to the form of intimacy and solidarity they 
claim to be more comfortable using Malay language. 
  The researcher found the uniqueness of the results of this study. Language 
interference is related to code mixing. Interference occurs because of ignorance of 
speakers or inadvertency, so that speakers often do not realize that they have done 
the interference. Interference most often occurs from the language most mastered, 
that is mother tongue. Whereas code mixing is the insertion of foreign language 
words or phrases into a language that is used consciously and intentionally.
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 Compared with the first previous study from Noor Lisa Amalina (2015) entitled 
“Interference Javanese Dialect Against Japanese Pronunciation on Japanese 
Language Education Students 2013 Brawijaya University”. This research has 
similarities with the current researcher, that was analyzing the type of interference 
and the cause of interference using the theory of Weinreich but there were some 
differences, the object of previous researcher focused on analysis the Javanese 
dialect interference to the Japanese pronunciation on the phonological interference, 
while the current researcher also focuses on analyzing morphological and 
syntactical interference on the Malay Language to the Indonesian language. 
  The second previous study from Diah Setyorini (2013) entitled 
“Grammatical Interference of Madurese into Javanese Language used in 
Probolinggo Municipality” this study also has the similarity with the current study 
that was analyzing the language interference happened in the surrounding 
environment. But, this study only focused on the grammatical interference that 
occur in the Madurese in the Javanese language, while the current researcher did 
not analyze the grammatical interference, the current researcher focused on the 








CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
 In this chapter contains an explanation of the result of this research and 
suggestion for the further researcher to conduct this study. 
 
5.1 Conclusion 
 In conducted this research, researcher focused on the language interference. 
The researcher used Weinreich theory as a guidance to analyzed this study. The 
researcher analyzed about language interference between Malay language and 
Indonesian in the group line chat of West Borneo students in Malang. The data 
collection starts from September 17 September 2017 to 21 May 2018. Researcher 
analyzed three types of language interference, there are phonology, morphology 
and syntax of the conversations in the line chat group. Researcher also analyzed the 
causes of interference by provided questionnaires devoted to West Borneo students 
in Malang. 
 From the result of analysis, the researcher found 34 utterances which are 
identified as one type of language interference. The most common type of 
interference from all data that has been collected is phonological interference that 
happened 20 times. Phonological interference becomes the most dominant type 




differentiate between Malay language and Indonesian is a vowel "a" in the 
Indonesian language will be replaced "e" in Malay language. 
 Then the researcher found 13 utterances are identified as syntactical 
interference. This type of syntactic interference is not like phonological interference 
that increases, decreases or substitutes several letters. Syntactic interference occurs 
because of the insertion of another language in the language used. In this case, the 
speakers insert some words in Malay language into Indonesian language when the 
conversation happened. 
 For the last type the researcher found 4 utterances that identified as 
morphology interference. In this interference the focus being analyzed is on affix. 
Affix is used to form words in other languages. Affix is a word in the form of prefix 
or suffix, in other words affix can occupy the position of front and or back in a 
word. In the data found, example of morphological interference is the use of Malay 
"bekasus" meanwhile in Indonesian should be "berkasus". 
 The researcher also analyzes the causes of interference using questionnaire 
which is specifically addressed by students of West Borneo in Malang. From the 
data found, the most dominant cause of interference is the speaker's bilingualism. 
in the presence of two languages controlled by the speaker can make them combine 
two languages at once unconsciously. Another cause is the first language that is 
mastered Malay language, so Malay language longer and often used. The 
respondents said using Malay language reflects familiarity when they meet with 





 In addition, there was one finding must be emphasized that the interference 
happens for a long time in this society. The cause of interference due to lack of 
knowledge of the target language, because the position of the interlocutor, the 
factors concerning the person of a speaker, because of ignorance or mastery of 
language by the community. 
 
5.2 Suggestion 
 After doing this research, the researcher hope that this research can give 
more understanding and may become a lesson for reader or the further researcher 
that interesting with this topic. For the further researcher who is going to do similar 
study can take different object which has not been touched yet or seldom discussed 
so Indonesian study in sociolinguistics can broadly develop. It is also possible for 
the furthur researcher who want take or doing research with a similar phenomenon 
that is about language interference, can use different theories or other types of 
language interference that has not been discussed by current researcher such as 
semantics and grammatical interference. The focus of this research is only on the 
types of phonological, morphology and syntax interference. Another important 
thing that should be prepared by the further researcher is to planned the adequate 
time able to get exhaustive analysis about language and social since doing research 
about society is challenging topic but it is interesting to do. By all of those things, 
the current researcher hope that further researcher can develop this study and gain 
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